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Was The Mission a Success!?
i nr it i-.-11-r f t  r-   ■■■■— ■-....

Time will tell... and so will eternity... especially eternity. We have to thank God 
for this*, the number of Holy Communions during the Mission for upperclassmen was larger 
than in any previous Mission - one hundred or more a day (with the exception of Friday, 
the day of the big frost).

On the other hand, as was pointed out one day last week, there were many faces missing
at the communion rail. If we had the time and inclination to make the passage from
Hook' s to the Palace of Sweets almost any afternoon (especially Wednesday afternoon) 
we could point out most of them* What they come to Notre Dame for is beyond us - it 
can't be an education. As they say in California, "it must be the climate,"

Where Is The Dillon Hall Chapelt

It seems to be a problem. The number of late Communions in this chapel indicates t&a'r 
a great many of you do not know. . (The number of distributions is about the same as in 
Sorin'Hall last year; but there are one, two, and three, where there used to be six,
eight, and ten students at the rail each time.) If you can*t find the chapel, as a
cop.

The Stations of the Cross.

It was mentioned last week that two alumni had donated stations for the Dillon chapel 
without designating their choice. They have now supplied this information, and the 
stations chosen by donors are as follows:

Y - Simon of Gyrene helps Jesus to carry the cross;
XII ** Jesus dies on the cross;
XIII * Jesus taken down from the cross and restored to His Mother,

The cost of each station is #30, Others who wish to make donations have their choice 
of the remaining eleven. The stations for Alumni Hall are still to be purchased, and 
donors wishing any of the stations already chosen may choose from those to be placed 
in that chapel.

While the pledge campaign isn't an interhall contest, it is always interesting to co- 
serve the standing of the halls in events of this kind. The campaign was begun at 
the first Mission eleven days ago; the campaign for upperclassmen is four days old, 
The standing of the halls is as follows:

First Mission
Dillon Ub,|1 ******** $ 113

Second Mission 
' S ' a d ' i h . 23 Jayoxis •••*•*«* 1 a,

Freshman * + ,.*,*,»** + 60 Morrisney,»,,,,, 15 Howard**,♦,*« 11
Brownson************ 48 Corby, ,,»,,**■«. 14
St* Edward1 g******** 31 Alumni,,.,.,,,.. 14
Off-oaBpws **#***,.#* T Soran 12

Ofof=̂1 knowledee With Thanks......

#35 from an alumnus for devotion to :'t, Jude; jG each from a student and an alumnus, 
for +he poor; two boxes of prayer hoo':c, medals, etc., for the Boy Guidance alumnus.

Cousineau*s mother is ill; Tony Crowley's mother is to undergo an 
op-'lion thi ■ week, A deceased relative of Andrew Kata; two deceased friends,
Paul Kennedy, ' 25 lost his mother last week. Four special intentions.


